
Lesson content:

1- Phrases 
2- Cadences
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In music theory, a phrase is a unit of musical meter that has a complete musical sense of its own,built 
from figures, motifs, and cells, and combining to form melodies, periods and larger sections.

Musical Phrase



The end of a music phrase is a point of rest or relaxation in the Music: It is called a 
Cadence  from the Latin word meaning “to fall” 



Cadence
The  most complete point of rest is obviously the end of the last phrase in the piece. 
But the end of every intermediate phrase also has a feeling of relaxation. For wind instruments and 
singers is a breathing space.  

In cadences both, melody and chords are involved. Indeed cadences are categorised according to the 
chords involved: 

Perfect Cadence: V-I

Plagal Cadence:  IV-I

Imperfect Cadence: Ending in V ( preceded by I, II, IV and VI)

Interrupted Cadence: Ending on any chord except the tonic (I) the most common is V-VI



Cadence
Perfect Cadence, Plagal Cadence, Imperfect Cadence and Interrupted Cadence are the most 
common but other combination of chords in resting point can also be seeing. For example IV-VI

Feminine endings: 

More often than not, the last chord of any cadence occurs on a stronger beat than the first. But when the 
second chord is less strongly accented, the phrase is said to have a feminine ending, or the cadence 
itself is described as feminine. 



Let’s build some 
cadences! Perfect Cadence

F major

Imperfect Cadence
C minor

Plagal Cadence
Bb major

Interrupted 
Cadence
C major

Imperfect Cadence
A minor

Perfect Cadence: V-I

Plagal Cadence:  IV-I

Imperfect Cadence: Ending in V 
(preceded by I, II, IV and VI)

Interrupted Cadence: Ending on 
any chord except the tonic (I) the 
most common is V-VI



Let’s build some 
cadences! Perfect Cadence

Eb major

Imperfect Cadence
D minor

Plagal Cadence
B major

Interrupted 
Cadence
E major

Imperfect Cadence
F# minor

Perfect Cadence: V-I

Plagal Cadence:  IV-I

Imperfect Cadence: Ending in V 
(preceded by I, II, IV and VI)

Interrupted Cadence: Ending on 
any chord except the tonic (I) the 
most common is V-VI



Describe each of these cadences as perfect, imperfect or plagal.



Describe each of these cadences as perfect, imperfect or plagal.


